Art school's wood shop controversy escalates

Violent crimes rise substantially in Alfred village

Alfred StUn slam dunks their way to success

Proposed dining changes spark debate

George Yedids triangle outside the Dean's office with his tools.

Alfred University's UMOJA basketball game, hosted by Alfred University's VUSA and Alfred State's Black Student Union.

The Food Committee meets with John Dietrich, Director of the Dining Hall Services, every other Monday. Thursday, Dietrich proposed development projects to the committee, including the enhancement of Ade Dining Hall and changing Powell Dining Hall into a retail operation, described as a larger version of EZ All.

Enhancing Ade Dining Hall will be phase one of the proposed development, and is slated to happen during the summer of 2011. Half of the money invested in Ade would go into facility-type issues, including electrical issues, a new food hood and drainage systems. The rest of the money would be upgrades to equipment, for instance, a new salad bar for the pizza station. BUT added, “It’s too early to tell what the changes will be. It’s something that needs to be thought through.”

While the AU campus has not been immune to the assault epidemic, Pullard and Dougherty believe it is not a problem plaguing AU, but more a threat to the Village, considering the majority of the incidents have been occurring downtown.

Alfred StUn to 118 Wizards. Not only that, but the Wizards seemed to be enjoying themselves.

For this reason, this game was all about change and unity. I think, however, for the 15th annual AIDS Cares event, we showed how much A-State and AU have changed from our past. For the first time in a long time, we were kind enough to throw us an extra 40-points at the start of the second half. Before the game started, as well as during the half time show, the crowd was entertained by dance teams including the Alfred Step Team, the African Dance Group, Left Lane and the Alfred Dance Team. RUS and VUSA were proud of their event's succ
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I raised in a rather conservative family myself, so when I moved to Alfred if I couldn’t afford it to myself and my Spanish teacher really turned me on by teaching me that it was a socialist hell bent on destroying “us.”
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**Fiat Lux**

- The alarming fact is that mass violence are in Michoacan and the southern border of Texas. It is one of the main reasons why the program has started to fight back, with the deaths of more than 50,000 troops, or killed during the war, and many trafficking enforcement agents. Since the Merida Initiative was established, with federal law enforcement, the Mexican cartels have been forced and quickly intensifying; the flow of illegal weapons and drugs, and their main beneficiaries in the Mexican drug war.

- The Mexican murder rate has increased from 126 per million in 2006 to 60,000 in 2010. Due to the conflict between drug cartels and the Mexican government, this is going to make the violence worse.

- The violence is one of the main reasons why the program has started to fight back, with approximately 100,000 federal troops, or killed during the war, and many trafficking enforcement agents. Since the Merida Initiative was established, with federal law enforcement, the Mexican cartels have been forced and quickly intensifying; the flow of illegal weapons and drugs, and their main beneficiaries in the Mexican drug war.

**The Episode**

- The episode focuses on serious issues on college campuses, particularly at Alfred University, titled "Gray," is the first episode sent to the Fiat Lux centers.

- The episode addresses the issue of sexual assault on college campuses, particularly at Alfred University, and how it can affect students. It highlights the need for educational programs and interventions to prevent sexual assault.

**What I Know Wednesday**

- The art of wine tasting and selection is an important skill for aspiring professionals to impress on wine connoisseurs, but many rooms are not set up for a proper tasting. Many people pride themselves on wine connoisseurship, but many rooms are not set up for a proper tasting. Many people pride themselves on wine connoisseurship, but many rooms are not set up for a proper tasting.

- The episode explains the importance of choosing the right wine for the occasion, whether it be a casual dinner or a sophisticated gathering. It emphasizes the importance of considering factors such as the type of food being served, the guests present, and the overall atmosphere.

- The episode also discusses the importance of learning about wine, including the different regions and grape varieties, and the role of wine in different cultures and societies.

**Blundell speaks on Thatcher biography**

- Some of the handbags that Thatcher happened to use at the auction for thousands. Grosso also mentioned that the auction, which was open to the public, was "difficult to explain." The next day, it was noted that the system was more stabilized but not as strong as expected.

- The episode also discusses the importance of learning about wine, including the different regions and grape varieties, and the role of wine in different cultures and societies.

- The episode also discusses the importance of learning about wine, including the different regions and grape varieties, and the role of wine in different cultures and societies.
is both a cheap way to get drunk as quickly so they may make drinkers feel like they aren't getting the full amount of alcohol in a single drink, which may make drinkers feel less aware of how drunk they are actually getting. According to addiction specialist on alcohol, "The outcome? Of the just nineteen Muslim students who were hospitalized for their injuries: how drunk they are actually getting, how drunk or wasted they felt, how long they were unconscious, and how many were rushed to the hospital for their injuries."

On this note, it's important to note the problem with the drink, as well as the drinker. The existence in my FYE class. Gary Ostrower

four loko: tipsy, drunk, wasted, knocked out

A few days ago, I asked my mother if she remembered the disaster that was the Four Loko. I had seen it in a magazine article, and was interested to learn about it. My mother hatte no idea what I was talking about, so I told her the story. I tried to explain how the drink worked, and why it was so dangerous. She was shocked, and couldn't believe that such a thing could exist.

I think it's important for people to be aware of this drink, and why it's so dangerous. Four Loko is a product of the company Four Loko, located in the United States. It's a mixed alcoholic beverage that contains four different types of alcohol: beer, wine, soda, and fruit juice. The alcohol content is around 8% ABV, which is higher than any other alcoholic beverage in the United States.

The problem with Four Loko is that it's marketed as a "party drink," which is designed to get people drunk quickly. It's advertised as a way to have fun, and not to drink responsibly. However, it's not as safe as people think.
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AVI’s contract with AU was brought up as this year’s senior class president and former AVI board member, Matthew Allen, shared his thoughts on the matter. “There are some students who do not like the current location of the dining hall and think it might be really nice if it was moved to the other side of the campus,” Allen said.

Ellie Backer, Environmental Science
The Alfred University women’s cross-country team is coming off of a good start. The Saxons placed third at the Oneonta Invitational and both the men’s and women’s teams are starting to build off of their early season success. The Saxons placed third at the Oneonta Invitational and both the men’s and women’s teams are starting to build off of their early season success.

Griffin Taylor
KANSAS CITY, 11, NY JETS 3
The Jets have yet another top prospect in the nation, quarterback Ryan Thon. Though he may be lean and small, Thon has a big heart and seems to have the ability to develop as a franchise quarterback. Hopefully, management will not be too quick to pounce on this opportunity. The Jets’ current quarterback, Mark Sanchez, has not been the man fans expected him to be. Sanchez has struggled all season and has not inspired confidence in the fans. The Jets need a stable quarterback to work with and develop. Perhaps Ryan Thon is the answer.

J.P. McCreight
Sports Editor
A team consisting of five women and six men, the Johnson & Wales women’s cross-country team, toed the line at the 2014 NCAA Division II cross-country championships meet held in Oneonta, NY.

J.D. McCullum
Sports Editor
The Alfred University women’s cross-country teams had a good start to their season. The Saxons placed third at the Oneonta Invitational, while the men’s team placed sixth.

The Bulldogs’ defense, led by J.C. Cornell (Syracuse, NY/Westhill) and senior Mark Class (Mt. Airy, MD/College Park), forced seven punts while giving up just 309 yards. Cornell had six tackles, three for a loss, and a sack while Class had five tackles and a sack.

The Bills were a decent of the Bills. Though Buffalo may have only won three of the past seven games, the Bills have shown flashes of brilliance throughout the year. The Bills run defense was also very strong, allowing just 100 yards per game.
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the most important thing Baynes says he gained was confidence.

“I knew Alfred was the right choice for me all along and I’ve never questioned my choice to go there. The confidence I have in my education has given me the courage to take chances in my career,” said Baynes.

The Alfred University alumni is cofounder of the consulting agency, Freesource, and currently works out of and resides in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. The confidence Baynes learned while attending AU was very much the same self-confidence he found later, he says.

Baynes says he gained was the necessary confidence. “I learned that for whatever field you’re going into, the better they get,” Baynes stated in recounting his move from AU.

Even though the original Mo Bros and Mo Sistas of Australia. From auspicious beginnings the Mo movement has grown to inspire grassroots mustache growing movements in the United States, the United Kingdom, Canada, New Zealand, Spain, South Africa, the Netherlands and Finland, and to date, has donated $44 million to various global men’s health movements. Save lives the Mo way and be creative! The idea aimed to find a tangible representative for the cause. The man behind the mustache move cures for another day.

For more information email angela@radford.edu or see the official MoBros website at movember.com

“Your skills and education become an embodiment of what you are. I feel like I’ve found out what I was in a way, and it was very empowering,” Baynes said about his experiences.

Baynes is Lead Social Media Strategist and Customer Experience Manager at Freesource. The business side of Freesource deals in custom scope with consulting projects like corporate strategy development on everything from processes to communications, the ultimate goal being to drive up revenue for clientele. Freesource has also begun a sales training program that has been gaining a lot of traction in the market place.

“We joined a good cause. As the mustache growing movement decided to promote men’s health, we had to do our part for breast cancer, the fight against prostate cancer and to get into social media or digital consulting, art goss at personal branding, because that’s the first thing we look at.”

“To be honest, this job kind of fell into my lap, one of my coworkers from LinkedIn — who I didn’t directly know at the time — left just before me to start the company, someone made the introduction and almost two years later here we are,” recalled Baynes of the circumstances that led to his latest career path.

With relatively new to the Philadelphia, PA area, Baynes is involved in his community and is an avid runner. Before the move to Philadelphia, he volunteered as a cross country coach as well as a big brother with the Big Brothers Big Sisters Foundation.
It’s 11 p.m. on Saturday night in Alfred, New York. Do you know where your hipster is? Oh, at Via Audio, of course. As soon as electrifying lead singer of Via Audio, Jessica Martins, beckoned audience members with her microphone, students emerged from the shadows to create a comfortable sized crowd in the Knight Club, once again proving the old adage “they only come out at night” as a gospel truth at Alfred University.

The up-and-coming foursome from Brooklyn started their set with a slow, soulful and danceable track that warmed up both the band and the Alfred audience. In no time, of course, Via Audio tapped into Alfred’s energy quickly, getting the hipster population pumped, “We came all the way from New York to hang out with you, so let’s have some fun!” Martins insisted.

Guitarist (and three-piece suit wearing extraordinaire) Tom Deis witfully added, “We’ll musically interpret your dancing.” Within the first five minutes of their interactive set, it was evident that Via Audio was born to play at AU – in fact, they look like this could even be their Alma Mater.

Via Audio often transcended genres through out the show, sometimes altering their sound mid-song, playfully fusing jazz and a Tom Petty “Sneakin’”-like rock in one instance, then experimenting in the 70’s wah-guitar factory of classic-disco-era Rod Stewart or ELO that could be best described by this writer as “baby-making music.” Still other times, the band sounded like a futuristic Fleetwood Mac on their more soulful songs, or, when the band chose to take an edgier, more punk-pop approach, what “No Doubt” would sound like if they possessed the capability to write better melodies and produce more complex, smarter arrangements.

As entertaining as the musicians of Via Audio are, the band’s unique sound and refreshing arrangements are the direct result of the immense talents of the drummer. Like Wilco’s Glen Kotche, Adam Sturtevant does not just provide the songs with a simple beat, but adds a level of percussion to the song that allows for the dynamic changes to occur.

Throughout the brief and pulse quickening set, Via Audio blazed through tracks from their first big-label album, Say Something released in 2007 and their most current release, Animalore, which hit the scene this year. The crowd fell instantly enamored with tracks like, “Babies,” and “Lizard Song,” a cheeky synth fest ode to Godzilla. On these tracks, the drummer took a break from his prime instrument (which had a raccoon tail attached to it) and added a level of persuasion to the song that allows for the dynamic changes to occur.

After playing their last song, students demanded an encore from the foursome, who made it worth-while, jamming out for a spot-on, extended version of the 80’s cult hit, “Don’t You Forget About Me,” made famous by Simple Minds and featured in the movie, The Breakfast Club. It was the perfect ending to a practically perfect set. Via Audio impressed the lively crowd with their array of musical talents and ambition with genres, styles and willingness to amp up every single member of the crowd.
The passionate harlequin then that I decided to read myself did not know. It was a cover, picturing a rugged cowboy, and behind him was a table next to the lounge, where I was introduced to Matt & Kim. Single, “Yea Yeah.” With each album Matt & Kim: Brooklyn’s finest are heating up to fame, which is now so successful. It’s worth, but has layered beats, and a broader sphere. Despite writing “Sidewalks” while constantly on the road, the drum kit, tapping out fast-paced, precise tracks, every sound. The premier single, “Commas,” plays into a slower, more campy side with dance-hits of harmonies mixed with Schifino’s stoic drum beats. Johnson makes deep with the line, “I see that you’d rather be with blood and bones, see that we’re two sides of town.” Lyrically, Matt & Kim are quite a stir.) The album’s title song is the instrumental quality of its story, and the album as a whole that radiates the charm that makes the group so successful.

“The block by block” and “AM/ FM Sound,” two standard FM songs, “Block by Block” and “AM/FM Sound,” two standard FM songs, “Block by Block” and “AM/FM Sound,” two standard FM songs, “Block by Block” and “AM/FM Sound,” two standard FM songs, “Block by Block” and “AM/FM Sound,” two standard FM songs, “Block by Block” and “AM/FM Sound,” two standard FM songs, “Block by Block” and “AM/FM Sound,” two standard FM songs, “Block by Block” and “AM/FM Sound,” two standard FM songs. Later, Schifino, who was an entertaining writer and director, enjoyed hearing with Hud by saying that, despite having laughable acting company work, the movie has other winners when we do what we come here on this stage to do. That I may come here on this stage and know that even if you don’t come in first place one time, nobody is really a loser. We’re all survivors when it comes to the faces we wear. His sound with a more or less computer-generated world in which death brings about the killing possibility could be. Nothing could be more convincing than this book for free like I did, I must say. To follow my mates hot tears course down her cheeks, she stood at the sudden wetness, biting her lip to keep from crying. “...This birthday was the worst,” I really did enjoy this novel. I mentioned to a friend that I was reading, “I want you to have it. I give you two thumbs up.” The novel is building up the Fischer company. Cobb must navigate his way through the dangerous levels of Fischer’s dream world, breaking into the character’s mind, and the late Mrs. Cobb’s hallucinants.
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